Southern California Quarterly Who were the original peoples who were incorporated into the American Indian community at Mission San Fernando over the thirty-seven years of its existence and what became of them after secularization ofthat mission in 1834? Only recently have ethnohistoric sources become accessible that allow us to reconstruct the complex Native American history of Mission San Fernando. Besides the 'Ra 'wiyawi myth and other tidbits of Fer nandeño lore now available in J. P. Harrington's anthropological papers, perhaps even more important are the mission's baptismal, marriage, and burial registers that document village names, family relationships and demographic patterns.4 With the advent of computers, these registers are being systematically studied, and when combined with other archival documents, provide us an opportunity to answer questions about Native American lifeways in "the Valley."5 A further source of The Indians of Mission San Fernando information is the oral historical record surviving in families of Fernandeño ancestry. Woven together, these various strands of ethnohistoric information contribute to our knowledge of the Native peoples associated with Mission San Fernando at the time of its foundation, during its period as an active mission, and after secularization.
Cultural and Linguistic Affiliations
In September 1795, a two week-long reconnaissance was undertaken to select a site for the future Mission San Fernando. Fr. Vicente de Santa Maria of Mission San Buenaventura kept a diary of this exploration, which included surveys of Simi Valley, Triunfo Canyon, San Fernando Valley, and upper Santa Clara River Valley. His observations of Native peoples reveal the extent to which their lifestyles had changed during two and a half decades of frequent interaction with Spanish-Mexican colonists. At the Rancho San Jose of Francisco Reyes, the site eventually selected for the mission, he commented that:
In this place we came to a ranchería [Achooykomenga] 6 near the dwelling of said Reyes -with enough Indians. They take care of the field of corn, beans, and melons, belonging to said Reyes, which with that of the Indians could be covered with two fanegas of wheat. These Indians are the cowherds, cattlemen, irrigators, bird-catchers, foremen, horsemen, etc. To this locality belong, and they acknowledge it, the gentiles of other rancherías, such as Taapu, Tacuyama, Tacuenga [sic] , Juyunga, Mapipinga, and others, who have not affiliated with Mission San Gabriel.7 After leaving Reyes's rancho, Santa Maria traveled southeast to the Paraje de la Zanja:
The first thing we met in this place [Haahamonga ] , which is the rancho of Corporal Verdugo (although we saw not a white person there) , was a great field of watermelons, sugar melons, and beans, with a patch of corn, belonging to an old gentile called Requi and to other gentiles of the same class, who live contiguous to the ranch of Verdugo.8 . . .on this expedition I observed that the whole pagandom, between this Mission [San Buenaventura] and that of San Gabriel, along the [coast] , along the Camino Reál, and along the Southern California Quarterly border of the north, is fond of the Pueblo of Los Angeles, of the rancho of Mariano Verdugo, of the rancho of Reyes, and of the Zanja. Here we see nothing but pagans passing, clad in shoes, with sombreros and blankets, and serving as muleteers to the settlers and rancheros, so that if it were not for the gentiles there would be neither pueblo nor rancho . . .9
In other words, by the time Mission San Fernando was founded on September 8, 1797, the Native peoples of the surrounding region had already undergone a major shift in their subsistence practices to supplement their traditional hunting and gathering economy through growing their own crops and tending the livestock of the pobladores of Los Angeles. The first group of ten children baptized on the day the mission was established were said to be from Achoicominga (Achooykomenga) , the same ranchería described by Santa Maria two years earlier where Indians had settled who worked as laborers at Francisco Reyes's rancho. Clues from subsequent mission register entries indicate that some of these children had originally been born in other rancherías and included speakers of several different Indian languages. Indeed Santa Maria's own comments during his original visit to Achooykomenga suggest that people there had formerly belonged to Chumash and Tataviam communities in addition to those native to the San Fernando Valley proper.10 Thus, from the very beginning a mixed speech community had been formed that was to persist throughout the period of the mission's history.
Early in 1814, in response to the questionnaire sent to the missionaries on Indian customs, Fr. Pedro Muñoz and Fr. Joaquín Pascual Nuez replied that three native languages were spoken among Indians living at the mission.11 Apparently these missionaries referred to the three dominant languages: Gabrielino/Tongva, Tataviam, and Ventureño Chumash, respectively comprising about 40 percent, 25 percent, and 24 percent of Native converts (Fig. 2) . Actually by 1814 a fourth language, Serrano, was spoken at the mission by people who had come from the Antelope Valley region, consisting of about 9 percent of the converts.12 Speakers of all these languages and their children intermarried with those who spoke different languages, so by the end of the Mission Period, most families were of mixed tribal ancestry. 252 The Indians of Mission San Fernando Determining the linguistic affiliations and locations of the more than 130 ranchería names documented in the Mission San Fernando registers is not an easy matter. Not only do spellings of such names differ according to the orthographic and linguistic abilities of the misr sionaries, but sometimes names for the same village were completely different in the various languages spoken at the mission. The principal linguistic division was between Ventureño Chumash in the Chumashan family and the various Takic languages in the Uto-Aztecan stock (Gabrielino/Tongva, Tataviam, and Serrano) . A mission register entry for a person from a given ranchería might list its name in its Spanish popular name, its Ventureño Chumash version, or one of several Takic forms. Typically ranchería names in these Takic languages appear either as a referent to the place itself (using the locative suffixnga) or to a person ofthat place (with a -vit or -pet suffix) .13 For example, the ranchería name for El Encino was usually written in the mission registers as either "Siutcanga" or "Siutcabit," depending on which form of the name was being used.14 Both forms were based on the Gabrielino/Tongva word syutka live oak ', i.e., encino.15 Several methods may be used to make correlations between names for the same ranchería in different languages, including reconstructing family groups and identification of individuals who transferred between missions. A good example of the way such an equivalence maybe established is provided by the case of Ongobepet, a ranchería name in the Gabrielino/Tongva language associated with four individuals baptized at Mission San Fernando. On March 30, 1803, a seventy-year-old capitán (chief) of Ongobepet was christened Eduardo. When this chief transferred to San Buenaventura Mission, he was listed from Umalibo (Humaliwo), the ranchería from which many of his children had been baptized at that mission. Lucio Tupinauyt and Lucia were two other individuals at San Fernando said to be from Ongobepet and may be determined to be parents of a child from Humalibu (Humaliwo) . A fourth person listed from Ongobepet, Martina, likewise had a daughter from Humaliu (Humaliwo). It may be reasonably inferred from these family relationships that Ongobepet was in fact the Gabrielino/Tongva name for the Ventureño Chumash town of Humaliwo at the mouth of Malibu Creek. 16 The locations of many rancherías whose populations were incorporated into Mission San Fernando are known (Fig. 2) . For the The Indians of Mission San Fernando remainder, their relative locations and linguistic affiliations must be surmised by their degree of intermarriage with the better known communities and the relative chronology in which their residents were baptized at the mission.17 During the first four years of the mission's existence, the missionaries concentrated most of their conversion efforts among the Gabrielino/Tongva inhabitants of rancherías within the San Fernando Valley proper, especially the large rancherías of Cahuenga, Tujunga, Siutcanga, and Jajamonga. In 1802 and 1803 the focus was on Tataviam rancherías of the upper Santa Clara River watershed, while Ventureño Chumash from the Malibu Creek drainage and Simi Valley were mostly proselytized between 1803 and 1804. Names of rancherías inhabited by Tataviam and Serrano peoples from the Antelope Valley and those of Interior Chumash from the Castac and Sespe regions appear in the baptismal register with greatest frequency in 1811.
Demographic Profiles
The demographic makeup of the Indian populations arriving at Mission San Fernando may be examined by summarizing age and gender data provided in the baptismal register (Table 1) . To a considerable extent these reflect the population structure existing in native rancherías during the earlier years of the mission. Mission San Fernando with three-quarters of its population from groups speaking Takic languages exhibits some interesting differences when compared to the next five missions immediately to the north with primarily Chumash populations. San Fernando had greater numbers of young children among its incoming population (almost ten percent more than most of the "Chumash missions"), and its adult population was more gender-balanced, whereas women greatly outnumbered men among Chumash adult age categories (2 to 1 ratio at some missions) ,18 Fewer children among the Chumash may have resulted from greater sedentism and higher population densities hastening disease transmission and/or the practice of abortion that reduced the proportion of children to adults.19 Causes for greater numbers of women baptized among the Chumash than for neighboring Takic groups may reflect losses from warfare, greater risk in economic pursuits (e.g., canoe travel in the Santa Barbara Channel) , or patterns of postmarital residence.20 Not only do mission registers permit us to reconstruct demographic structures of native populations; they also provide the means to examine population trends after relocation to the missions, because cross-referencing between baptismal and burial registers allows precise determination of age of death./Although Mission San Fernando possessed one of the better records of survivorship of all California missions, ( from the same susceptibility to introduced European diseases that caused high infant mortality throughout the region. Indeed, infant mortality at Mission San Fernando exceeded 40 percent for the first two years of life, but survivorship greatly increased for those children with acquired immunity who successfully weathered childhood illnesses.22
Post-Secularization Communities
By the 1820s, the declining population of the missions and the growing non-Indian (gente de razón) population of the presidios and towns put increased pressure on the Mexican government to redistribute lands to Spanish California residents and their families. The arguments for mission secularization were couched in terms of greater liberty for the Indians, but the effective result of the land grant program was to take away property that was to have been held in trust for the Mission Indians under the old system. A few Mission Indians were granted release from missionary authority during the administration of Governor José Maria Echeandia from 1825 to 1830, who intended that an Indian pueblo be established near Mission San Fernando for former neophytes from all the missions of the Santa Barbara presidiai district.23
Full secularization of the missions did not occur until the administration of José Figueroa, who served as governor of California between 1832 and 1835. /The temporal affairs of the missions were removed from missionary control and placed in the hands of commissioners appointed by the governor. Indian neophytes were not automatically freed but could become licenciados based on the recommendations of the commissioners and missionaries according to their ability to support themselves. Indian pueblos were to be established with lots for houses and gardens provided to each family/Annually an alcalde, two regidores, and a collector were to be selected for economic government within these Indian communities. Freed Indians were still obligated to assist in sowing and harvesting mission crops and in providing personal service for the missionaries. Each family was to receive fields for sowing crops. Pasture land for community livestock was also to be provided.24
Several San Fernando Indians appear to have formally obtained their release from the mission as a result of the secularization process. The emancipation papers associated with these licenciados have mostly not survived, although a rare exception is the case of d Odón Chihuya ("José Odón"), whose petition for emancipation was approved by the interim governor, Manuel Jimeno:
Whereas, José Odón, a neophyte of the Mission of San Fernando, has asked to be segregated from the community, knowing his good character, and that he is able to take care of himself, I have determined by these counts to emancipate him from said establishment, to this end that he may support himself, and live in such a manner as may best suit himself.
Sworn in Monterey on the 5th of July, 1839 Emancipated Indians had been encouraged to apply for land grants once they met the Mexican qualifications for citizenship. It was not until 1843 that several such grants were distributed to Mission San Fernando Indians. Governor Manuel Micheltorena approved most when he was stationed in Los Angeles during the first part ofthat year (see Table 3 ).27 The first such grant, 1000 square varas, was given to a Tataviam Indian named Samuel, who had built a stake house on the site, sowed wheat, corn, and beans, and planted a small orchard. His land, described as "north of the mouth of the cañada that goes towards [Rancho] San Francisco," actually had been occupied with permission received a few years earlier from Governor Juan Bautista Alvarado.28
At the same time Micheltorena validated Samuel's grant, he reaffirmed farming privileges for those families remaining in the mission vicinity. The petition that initiated this event came from [Pedro] Joaquín, alcalde of the San Fernando Indians and thirty-eight other men who desired to have their cultivation rights recognized.29 In an earlier communication to the governor, [Pedro] Joaquín, two other alcaldes, and fifteen others complained that the mayordomo then serving as mission overseer had caused great harm to the Indian community.30 Of the thirty-nine names listed in the petition for community land, twenty-six may be identified with a high degree of certainty and nine more tentatively (Table 4) . Of the thirty-five for whom identifications have been suggested, eleven were Fernandeño, eight were Tataviam, five were Ventureño Chumash, five were of mixed Fernandeño-Chumash parentage, two were Serrano, two were of mixed Fernandeño-Tataviam parentage, one was Kitanemuk, and one was of undetermined affiliation. More often than not, the wives of these men were either from a different linguistic back- ground or of mixed parentage. These facts illustrate the "melting pot" process that occurred at the mission as intermarriage and living in community brought together peoples who had once possessed distinctive cultural differences. Besides those who remained at the mission, several individuals applied for separate grants, either in partnership with one another or singly, as had Samuel. These include a grant of 1/4 league settled by José Miguel Triunfo, a square league at El Encino sought by Tiburcio Cayo, Román, and Francisco Papabubaba, and two leagues at El Escorpión to Urbano Chari, Odón Chihuya, and Manuel (Table 3) .31 Subsequent evidence indicates that some of these applicants were representing a wider group of families. To a certain extent these segments of the larger mission community appear to have been continuations of earlier sociopolitical groups. For example, some of those living at Rancho El Escorpión were descended from people who had lived there before going to the mission, and this was also the case for those who received the Rancho Encino.32 aMarital status is based on information from the data base regarding whether spouses were surviving in the year the list was compiled. bFor children born at the mission, the parents' rancherías are provided. Otherwise the ranchería names provided are the person's birthplace. cSeveral other possibilities exist for the identify of Pedro. dSeveral possibilities exist for the identify of Juan.eSeveral other possibilities exist for the identify of Manuel.
Even after California became incorporated into the United States, a sizable portion of the San Fernando Indians continued to reside at the mission and at the nearby ranchos given to them (Table  5) . Some, especially those of Castac Chumash, Kitanemuk, and Yokuts ancestry soon emigrated to theTejon region of the Southern San Joaquín Valley. Many families with Tataviam ancestry moved to communities in the vicinity of the former mission rancho of San Francisco Xavier. Several families settled at Tikatsing on Castaic Creek, and more located themselves in a series of ranchitos along Pir u Creek.33 A number worked as vaqueros and ranch hands for the Del Valles at Rancho Camulos. Others, mostly those with Santa Monica Mountains Chumash ancestry, gravitated down the Santa Clara River valley to Maxaxal at the mouth of Sespe Creek, Sa'aqtik'oy (Saticoy), and Mission San Buenaventura. A few migrated to the Pueblo of Los Angeles where they worked as laborers for California Spanish families.
Emigration of San Fernando Indians to Tejon After the establishment of the Sebastian Military Reserve at
Tejon in 1853, a number of San Fernando Indians moved to join those who had already established themselves there in earlier years. Vicente Francisco Tinoki was one of those who had returned to the Tejon region by the mid-nineteenth century. He was a Kitanemuk man baptized in 1819, who became one of the mission alcaldes.34 His brother, Kawana, was chief of Mavea, the principal Kitanemuk settlement downstream from the mouth of Tejon Canyon. Vicente Francisco Tinoki appears to have split his Spanish name, his brother, who had never been baptized taking the name Vicente, while Tinoki kept the name Francisco (Fig. 3) .35 Both brothers signed the Tejón Treaty in January 1851 that was intended to set aside 763,000 acres between Tejon Pass and the Kern River for Indian occupancy. Vicente Kawana was the first chief listed in this document. His immediate band consisted of 101 people.36
Other signatories to the Tejon Treaty were former neophytes from Mission San Fernando. The treaty was signed in an adobe house built by Antonio Zapatero, who had been trained as a shoemaker when he was at the mission. He was of mixed Kitanemuk and Hometwoli Yokuts parentage and may be identified as a ten-year-old boy baptized in 1834 from Unupea, probably the Kitanemuk settle- bFrancisco López was mayordomo of Rancho Francisco Xavier in the 1840s. The Indians listed with him were described as "laborers" in the census. cSeveral of the Indians listed were living in the Elizabeth Lake vicinity just prior to moving to the Sebastian Reservation at Tejón. Tomasa Arrióla, wife of Dolores Ochoa, had been previously married to an emancipated Indian from San Buenaventura and was mother-in-law of José Miguel Triunfo. eJoaquín Romero, the non-Indian "overseer" of the Indians at Mission San Fernando, was married to Marcelina, daughter of Odón Chihuya. He was given part ownership of El Escorpión by the original grantees.
ment of Mumumpea?1 Another signatory was Emeterio Saki'yil of the "Senahow" tribe, who later with his subchiefs headed a group of 300 Tulamni, Chuxoxi, and Yawelamni Yokuts Indians who settled on the Sebastian Reserve.38 Emeterio had been baptized at San Fernando in 1804 when he was only five years old fromTubampet.39This ranchería name, written in its Takic form, is probably a reference to the Yokuts settlement of Tulamniu on Buena Vista Lake.40 Another Mission San Fernando Indian, Rafael Maria Aguinamogihuason, was said to be chief of the "Castake" tribe when he signed the 1851 Tejon Treaty. He apparently was a Tataviam Indian from Tochonanga whose parents were living at Achoicominga when the mission was founded.41 Rafael's eventual marriage to a Ventureño woman and his experience as an alcalde seem to have propelled him into a position of authority among the predominantly Chumash families who settled at Maťapxwelxwel at the foot of the Cañada de las Uvas.42 He was mentioned in 1862 government documents as a co-chief with "Chico" of the "Surillo" or "Cartaka" [sic] tribe of 162 people at the Sebastian Reservation. 43 Several articles reported in the Los Angeles Star in 1854 mention that more than 1,800 Indians were gathered on the Sebastian Reservation under seven principal chiefs. One of these communities, consisting of 100 people who cultivated 21 acres, was headed by "Stanislaus from the mountains near San Fernando" and "under him Clemente from Lake Elizabeth." Estanislao ("Stanislaus") Nangivit was a Serrano Indian from Puninga in the southern Antelope Valley.44 Clemente was Tataviam.45 These two and several other ex-neophytes from Mission San Fernando had been listed in the 1850 Los Angeles County census as being laborers working for Dolores Ochoa (see Table 5 ). When they moved to the Sebastian Reservation, they settled at the mouth of Pastoría Creek, founding a ranchería called Chipowhi. This community appears to have been composed mostly of Tataviam Indian families.46
The Indians of Mission San Fernando
The Sebastian Reservation was closed in 1864. Rancho El Tejón had been approved as a land grant in 1843 by the Mexican government of California but was only briefly inhabited by a worker hired by the grantee, who lived among the Indian rancherías in 1845-46. Despite this slim basis for possession, the Board of Land Commissioners ruled that the grant was valid in 1858, and a patent was issued a few years later in 1863. Although they were no longer trustees of the federal government, the rights of the Tejon Indians for continued residency were recognized under the terms of the grant.47 The rancho was later purchased by Edward E Beale, who had founded the reservation during the period of his appointment as Commissioner of Indian Affairs for California. His good relations with the Indians led to their continued employment as vaqueros, shepherds, and laborers on his ranch. They in turn continued to reside on the ranch, although their settlements were gradually closed out and the last occupants relocated to a single ranchería in Tejon Canyon by 1877. Former Mission San Fernando Indians from Piru, Camulos, and Saticoy and the vicinity of the former mission were to emigrate to Tejon throughout the late nineteenth century to seek work and participate in the life of the Indian community there. Their descendants have continued to live on the Tejon Ranch down to the present day.
Family Histories of Some Prominent Fernandeños
Up to this point, this relation of the San Fernando Indian history has largely been concerned with a description of the diverse population that came to be associated with the mission and some major trends and events experienced by its descendant communities. Additional light is shed on post-secularization social history by examining individual biographies and reconstructing family histories. Using strands of ethnohistoric information gathered from various sources, four such lineage histories are presented here. These illustrate some problems encountered in compiling biographical data from mission register sources.48 The interested reader may consult previously published ethnohistories of the Tataviam and Simi Valley Chumash for additional San Fernando family stories.49
Odón Chihuya and Juana Eusebia One of the key families associated with the Mission San Fernan-do Indian community was that of Odón Chihuya, one of the original grantees of Rancho El Escorpión, and his wife, Juana Eusebia. This couple had many children and grandchildren. The Leonis Adobe, home of their daughter, Espíritu, and her son, Juan Menéndez, is now a City of Los Angeles historical landmark and museum in Calabasas, and Odón and his family have been the subject of several historical sketches.50 Despite the importance of the Chihuya lineage, there are few other genealogies that have presented as many problems of historiographie documentation. Some of these difficulties are illustrative of common problems encountered in using San Fernando mission registers. Information is frequently lacking regarding genealogical relationships and rancherías of origin, and no padrón is extant that might compensate for missing data.51 Compounding these problems is the occasional incidence of clerical errors by San Fernando missionaries. It is not unusual for two or more different people to be identified by the same baptismal number, and the case of Odón is one of these.52
No fewer than three different men, all contemporaries in the second decade of the nineteenth century, were identified by the missionaries as "Odón," and each was cross-referenced to the same baptismal entry, No. 780, at Mission San Fernando. This naturally has led to some confusion for latter day ethnohistorians. Baptismal entry for No. 780 reads that a boy was baptized on January 16, 1803, who was about eight years of age, and son of a catecumeno (adult under Catholic instruction) named Anajaqui. Unfortunately no town of origin is mentioned, and there is no subsequent entry of an adult at Mission San Fernando who is named Anajaqui or who is said to be Odón's father. A previous study tentatively identified the father of this Odón as Cecilio Najaguit, who was baptized with his wife, Cecilia, at Mission San Gabriel in 1805 from Siuccabit, probably a reference to Syutkanga at El Encino.53 However, there is some reason to suspect that Odón Chihuya was not the same Odón, son of Anajaqui, whose baptism was recorded as No. 780.
The only other baptism of someone named Odón occurred on February 6, 1803, within a few weeks after the first Odón was baptized. Actually there were two boys with very similar names baptized immediately after one another, one named Odilón, said to be about six years old, and the other named Odón, about five years old. Both
The Indians of Mission San Fernando were from the Chumash town of Umaliu (Humaliwo) . No parents or relatives are mentioned in either entry.54 These baptisms bear more scrutiny as candidates for Odón, the grantee of El Escorpión, for two reasons: 1) the names Odón and Odilón were likely to have been pronounced essentially the same and easily confused in the Ventureño Chumash language, because that language lacks the [d] phoneme, 2) oral tradition relates Odón to Humaliwo, because he once was known as the "Malibu Chief."55
The next mentions of these various "Odóns" occur early in the second decade of the nineteenth century when all seemingly became married as teenagers. It was not unusual for teenage boys and girls to be married somewhat young during mission times, perhaps indicating that this had also been the native practice. One of these "Odóns" was married in 1811 and later widowed and remarried in 1824.56The second was married in 1812.57 No marriage entry was found for the third "Odón," but he was stated to be the father of two legitimate children born in 1813 and 1815.58 Apparently the priest neglected to make an entry in the marriage register when he married the third Odón, a fairly rare occurrence but not unknown, especially at Mission San Fernando.
The first Odón to be married was identified as Baptism No. 780, which is probably accurate, because the date was June 27, 1811. The other Odón candidates would have still been too young to be married at this date, even for those days (when they would have been only thirteen or fourteen years old) . Odón, No. 780, would have been sixteen in 1811, and his bride Flora, a Tataviam girl from Piibit (Pi'ing) , would have been thirteen.59 This Odón was likely the son of the couple from Siuccabit who had been baptized at San Gabriel.
The next "Odón" to be married was undoubtedly the famous grantee of El Escorpión, Odón Chihuya. He may be so identified because the name of his bride, Eusebia, is well known. She was from a native Gabrielino/Tongva town at Santa Monica.60 She was also commonly known as "Juana," according to one entry in the registers, adding a further wrinkle to the identification problem. "Juana" Eusebia was the mother of all of Odón Chihuya's known children, and she is listed with her husband and her children's families in United States census records from 1850 onward. Odón and Eusebia were married on June 23, 1812 when they were only about fifteen and six-teen years of age respectively. Based on the fact that he was one year older than the other Odón from Humaliwo, the Odón who married "Juana" Eusebia was probably the boy baptized as Odilon (SFe Bap. No. 824) . He was misidentified as "No. 780" in his marriage record. As has been stated, he could not be No. 780 because the latter had already married Flora and later remarried in the 1820s when "Odón" and Eusebia were still having offspring.
The last Odón to be wed was probably the youngest of our "Odóns" (i.e., SFe Bap. No. 825). He was married to Olímpias, although, as has been mentioned, no marriage record exists for their union. Olímpias would have been only about eleven or twelve when her first child was born, according to her estimated age at the time of her baptism.61 Like her probable husband, she was from the Chumash town of Humaliwo. This last Odón's baptismal number was given as "180" in his children's entries, an obvious copying error for "780," which was itself an identification error, as we have previously deduced.62 Olímpias died shortly after the birth of her second child in 1815, and there is no record of her husband remarrying.
No burial entry has been found for any of the "Odóns," but it is known that at least two of them were still living at San Fernando in 1843, when they were both named in a list Indians granted land on which to sow their crops (see Table 4 ). One of these two "Odóns" presumably was Odón Chihuya, who was also co-grantee of El Escorpión with his son-in-law, Urbano Chari, and another Mission Indian named Manuel.
Only one man baptized at Mission San Fernando is explicitly stated to be the father of an "Odón": Liborio Chavot, who was baptized from El Escorpión, about sixty years of age, on February 18, 1803. Neither Liborio's baptismal entry nor that of his wife, Liboria, give the names of any relatives, but his burial entry in 1825 mentions that he was the father of Eugenio and Odón.63 Liborio's son Eugenio may be identified as Eugenio Aguisunum of Humaliu {Humaliwo), who would already have been an adult, at the time his brother Odón was born.64 The fact that Eugenio was from Humaliwo lends credence to the fact that we have correctly identified Odón Chihuya as also being from Humaliwo. Liborio Chavoťs association with El Escorpión as his native town may have been one of the reasons why his probable son, Odón Chihuya, became one of the grantees of Ran-cho El Escorpión in post-mission times and was considered chief of the Indians there.
Those of Odón's and Eugenio's children who survived to adulthood continued to remain associated with El Escorpión. Eugenio's son, Fernando Carlos, is probably the man known simply as "Carlos" in later census records, and was living with his wife, Fernanda, at El Escorpión in 1860. The names of three of his children are known, the last born in 1861, but further work will need to be done in the records of the Plaza Church in Los Angeles to determine if these survived or if he had other children as well.
The story of many of Odón Chihuya's and Juana Eusebia's descendants is fairly well known, at least for the nineteenth century. Their eldest daughter, Marcelina, married Urbano Chari, co-grantee of El Escorpión, and later lived with Joaquín Romero, a part owner of the rancho. Marcelina's son, José Rafael, was a vaquero on the Escorpión rancho but was killed by a horse on the Domec Ranch.65
Maria Dolores, another daughter of Odón Chihuya and Juana Eusebia, was first married to a San Fernando Indian named José "Polo," then lived with José Arnaz, recipient of the San Buenaventura Ex-Mission grant, before finally settling down with Pierre Domec, a Frenchman who operated a lime kiln operation near El Escorpión. Her eldest daughter, Maria del Rosario, was said to be the daughter of José Arnaz, according to Fernando Librado, one of J. P. Harrington's Ventureño Chumash consultants, although her baptismal entry states that she was the son of Maria Dolores's first husband, José "Polo."66 Maria del Rosario married Carlos Leboubon, a Frenchman who had once worked for Domec and became involved in a fight and court battle with him.67 After winning his lawsuit against his wife's stepfather, Leboubon and his wife moved near Saticoy, where the he worked on the Punta de la Loma Ranch. No children have been identified for this couple.68 Leboubon died as a widower when he was seventy-one years old in 1889.69
Maria Dolores had three daughters by Domec who reached adulthood, but only the youngest married. Maria Antonia Domec married Francisco More, also of half-Indian/half-Euroamerican ancestry, who had been raised at Saticoy. This couple is listed in the 1880 census at Ventura as boarders in a Chumash Indian household headed by Petra Pico, a famous basketweaver.70 Maria del Espíritu Santo, usually called "Espiritu," is perhaps the best known of Odón Chihuya's daughters (Fig. 4) . She had one son, Juan Antonio Manuel Menéndez, born in 1867, and several daughters who did not reach adulthood. Photos of Espiritu, Juan Menén-dez, and Marcelina, her youngest daughter, are preserved at the Leonis Adobe in Chatsworth. Espiritu lived with Miguel Leonis, a Basque sheep rancher from France, for many years. He later acquired Rancho El Escorpión from Odón. Espiritu was able to inherit Leonis's estate after his death in 1889, but not until after she had to wage a court battle to prove they had lived together as husband and wife.77 Espiritu's son, Juan Menéndez, and his wife, Juana Valenzuela Menéndez, served briefly as ethnographic consultants for John and Carobeth Harrington about 1916 (Fig. 1) .
Rogério Rocha
According to oral history information collected by J. P. Harrington in 1916, Odón Chihuya had been "chief of all the Indians of the southwest end of the valley [and] Rogério [Rocha] . . . was chief at San Fernando."78 As was the case with Odón, some confusion has surrounded the identification of Rogério Rocha in mission records. A newspaper article published shortly after his death in 1904 reported him to be 112, while the priest who later entered his burial entry gave his age as HO.79 Neither is accurate. Five individuals named Rogério are listed in the baptismal registers of San Fernando, and one of these, a seven-year old child baptized in 1801 has previously been identified as Rogério Rocha.80 However, a thorough examination of the burial register reveals that all but one of the people christened Rogério were deceased by 1830. This leaves only one individual, born in 1824, who as ayoung adult was listed in Micheltorena's grant to the San Fernando Indians in 1843 (see Table 2 ).81This last person is undoubtedly Chief Rogério Rocha who is mentioned in late nineteenth century records.
Rogerio's parents were Germán, apparently from the Ventureño Chumash ranchería of Quimisac (Kimishax) , and Maria Guadalupe, who had been born at Tujunga (Tuxuunga) ,82 He was the only child of six siblings to survive childhood. In 1841 Rogério was married just shy of his eighteenth birthday to Manuela, a fourteen and a half-year old girl whose parents had come to the mission from Taapu and Piiru.83 The baptismal register lists only one child of Rogério and Manuela, a daughter born in 1843 who died within the following year.84 In none of the early records is there a surname listed for Rogé-rio. He apparently adopted his Hispanic surname late in the nineteenth century.
Rogério Rocha was trained as a blacksmith at the mission, a profession he practiced throughout his life.85 He was also a violinist in the mission orchestra. As one of the recipients of land set aside for the San Fernando Indians, Rocha established his own allotment on about ten or twelve acres on Pacoima Creek where he built an adobe house for his family.86 An early reference to his role as capitán (chief) appears in connection with his attendance at a traditional Ventureño Chumash celebration held in 1869 at Saticoy, where he apparently made a speech along with other capitanes on the last day of the fiesta.87 Rogério Rocha had risen to leadership of the Indians who remained in the vicinity of the old mission after the older alcaldes died or moved to Tejon.
The Indians of Mission San Fernando
By all accounts Rocha lived a productive life on his Pacoima allotment. Afine spring of water supported a small orchard and cultivated fields. Rogério had the parcel surveyed, and he paid property taxes on it for years. His title to the land was based on the 1843 grant given to the Indians by Micheltorena; however, it had not been patented under the United States government. Instead the 1846 sale of mission lands by Mexican Governor Pío Pico to Eulogio de Célis was patented in 1873. A condition to the original purchase was that Indians rights were not to be infringed. In 1875 Célis's son sold the Ex-Mission Rancho to G. K. Porter and Edward Maclay, a former California State Senator. The buyers brought suit a few years later to evict Rogério from his parcel. Rogerio's attorney was no match for those hired by Porter and Maclay and the case was decided against the Indian. During the middle of a rainstorm in the winter of 1886, the sheriff evicted Rogério, his wife, and three elderly women who lived with them.88 A contemporary writer reports what happened:
The old women, his tools and household goods, his chickens in sacks and all his movable belongings were tumbled into a wagon (the old man, protesting against his removal, would not be put into the wagon, but followed after) , taken some two miles from their home, and thrown out by the roadside, and here lay unprotected from the incessant rain for eight days, during which the old man made his way to Los Angeles, and got permission from the priest to occupy an old shed connected with the Mission Church. In the meantime people passing along carried off baskets, tools, fuel, whatever they chose to take, either as curiosities or for use; their chickens were dead when taken from the sacks, and pounded parched corn was their only food. It was thought by some that the old man must have money hidden about his house, as he had for so many years been an industrious mechanic, and prospecting parties made search for it, digging up the floor of the house, and exploring every possible hiding place. The old wife contracted pneumonia, from which she soon died.89
Rocha conducted the funeral service for his own wife in the Mission Church, said to have been undertaken with impressive dignity and beauty. Several sketches of an Indian home in the ruins of Mission San Fernando were made within a year or two of these events, probably documenting Rogerio's residence soon after his eviction.90 Later a friend permitted him to move onto a small parcel of land in the nearby mountains where he eked out a livelihood. He died in the spring of 1804 at about the time of his eightieth birthday.91 In a newspaper article published when he died, Rogerio's character was eulogized: "Those who knew Rocha longest speak of his good traits, his keenness of intellect and kindness of heart. ... He was a giant in stature and almost a Hercules in strength until recent years, and even a century [sic] did not bend his form."92
Although the identities of Odón Chihuya and Rogério Rocha have been the source of some confusion over the years, each has been resolved by recourse to data internal to the mission registers. One still unresolved case of identification pertains to a San Fernando Indian named José Miguel Triunfo. His surname appears to derive from his past association with the Triunfo rancho near where the Chumash town of Hipuk (El Triunfo) was once located.93 Although José Miguel is mentioned as a "neófito licenciado," no official record of his emancipation papers survived. Perhaps he was one of a handful of Indians whom Governor José Maria Echeandia liberated from the missions during the late 1820s as a prelude to full secularization.
A number of historical documents exist that allow us to reconstruct a record of José Miguel's life after he moved to the San Fernando Valley. However, his origins and background remain clouded in obscurity. According to his age given in the 1850 census, José Miguel Triunfo had been born about 1811, yet there is no "José Miguel," or "Miguel," baptized at either Mission San Fernando or San Buenaventura that may be matched with him. It seems plausible that he may have been partly of Santa Monica Mountains Chumash ancestry, because of his association with the name Triunfo.
José Miguel Triunfo's wife was Rafaela Cañedo, a non-Indian. Harrington's elderly Kitanemuk consultant, Eugenia Méndez, whose parents had once been San Fernando neophytes, described his marriage to Rafaela thus:
Miguel [was] a Fernandeño Indian. Rafaela, a mujer del pais [i.e., "de Razón"], wanted to many the Indian and went to the priest. The priest did not advise it [and] told her [she] better marry someone of her own race.
[He] asked her if [the] man had proposed to her. She said how would he -they were married and had children.94
The first baptism of a daughter for Rafaela Cañedo was in 1837 at Mission San Fernando. According to the baptismal record, this child was named "Gertrudis" and had been born out of wedlock at the mission's Rancho Cahuenga. No father was mentioned, but an interesting comment was made at the time that leads to further information about Rafaela's background.
It is noted in her daughter's baptismal entry that Rafaela Cañe-do's mother, María [Tomasa] Cañedo, was married to a "neófito licenciado" named Conrado. So not only did Rafaela Cañedo take an emancipated Indian as a husband, her mother had done so as well. María Tomasa Cañedo had first married Victorio Aluluyachuit, a Chumash Indian from Matilija (Maťilxá), who was baptized at Mission San Buenaventura.95 Victorio Aluluyachuit and María Tomasa Cañedo were wed at Mission San Gabriel in 1825.96 Rafaela, who had been born about 1821, was not the daughter of Victorio.97 The identity of "Conrado" was is not known, nor is it known when Victorio died and Conrado married María Tomasa Cañedo (or perhaps Victorio and "Conrado" were the same individual?). By 1851 María Tomasa Cañedo was living as the wife of Dolores Ochoa, who was tabulated in the 1850 federal census as "overseer" of a group of San Fernando Indians, who seem to have been living in the Elizabeth Lake vicinity (see Table 5 ).
No marriage record has yet been found for José Miguel and Rafaela Cañedo. They were not married at Mission San Fernando, nor has limited checking of the San Gabriel and Plaza Church records been successful in locating their marriage entry. The second of their children, Ildefonso, born in January 1839 was said to be a legitimate child of" Silvestre [sic], Neófito licenciado de esta Misión y Rafaela su esposa de Razón, residentes en El Rancho de los Verdu£ös."98The missionary evidently made a mistake here, perhaps confusing José Miguel's name with that of Silvestre Cañedo, a presumed relative of Rafaela, who was married to one of the Verdugo daughters. If we conclude that Rafaela's husband must indeed have been José Miguel, then they seem to have been married by the Church about 1838, between the births of her first and second children.
In July 1841, the baptism of José Miguel Triunfo's and Rafaela Cañedo's third child, Ramón, took place. In this record, the priest finally got the father's name right. Ramón had been born at the "Ran-cho de la Viña de Caguenga."" Ramon's name does not appear in the 1850 census, suggesting that he may have died in childhood. No baptismal entry has been found for Rosaria, a daughter mentioned in later records, born about 1842. Baptismal records at San Fernando were found for two other children: José Antonio de Jesús, born in 1844, and Maria del Refugio, born in 1846.100 In Maria del Refugio's entry, José Miguel's surname, Triunfo, appears for the first time in mission documents. The last known child of José Miguel Triunfo and Rafaela Cañedo was a son, Francisco Javier, who died as an infant inl849.101
In 1843 José Miguel Triunfo received a modest grant of land from Governor Micheltorena, located somewhere in the vicinity of the Rancho Cahuenga and the Rancho de los Verdugos. For a few years the boundaries of his grant were disputed by Vicente de la Ossa of Los Angeles, who had been given title to the adjacent Rancho El Trigo, but it seems that José Miguel Triunfo won out in the end.102 The 1850 federal census (actually enumerated in 1851) lists five children in the family of José Miguel and Rafaela. A girl named Maria A[ntonia] , fourteen, was the eldest child in the family, yet based on her age, this girl's name should have been "Gertrudis," who was born in 1837, yet another example of the perplexing problems of name identification encountered in reconstructing this particular family's history.103
José Miguel Triunfo's history following the mid-century mark had tragic overtones. His claim with José Limantour for the Rancho Cahuenga was deemed fraudulent by the Board of Land Commissioners.104 Then one of his sons died, and a second apparently was sent to prison. Triunfo went crazy after this, and his wife sold their ranch. After José Miguel Triunfo died, his widow remarried an Apache Indian and had one son by him.105
The records of the Plaza Church document that two of José Miguel Triunfo's daughters, Nicolasa and Rosaria, had children born out of wedlock in the late 1850s. Nicolasa was the mother of José Enrique Lyon, the illegitimate son of Cyrus Lyon, who served as foreman at Rancho Cahuenga after it was acquired by David Alexander.106 Rosaria was the mother of an illegitimate child, José Abelardo, born in 1859. The baptismal register states that this baby's father was Alejandro (Alexis) Godey, who had come to California Pedro Antonio Chuyuy was baptized at Mission San Fernando from El Escorpión when he was a little more than a year old in February 1800. His sister, a year older than he, had been baptized the previous year in the "Ranchería llamada Las Calabasas."112 Although both children were raised at the mission and later married, the identity of their parents was never mentioned in mission register entries. One may assume that the parents of Pedro Antonio and Euqueria were among the various adults baptized from El Escorpión for whom no family relationships were recorded. According to Harrington's consultants who knew him, Pedro Antonio Chuyuy spoke both Fernandeño and Ventureño Chumash, appropriately enough if, as we suspect, El Escorpión held a mixed Fernandeño and Chumash population.
Pedro Antonio Chuyuy married Euqueria in 1817. Euqueria had been baptized in 1803, when she was two months old, from Jucjauybit. Hers was the baptism immediately following that of the daughter of the chief of El Escorpión, but as was the case with Pedro Antonio, there is no mention anywhere in the records regarding who her par-ents were.113 Pedro Antonio Chuyuy and Euqueria had ten children born at Mission San Fernando between 1819 and 1842.114 Their youngest child, Candelaria, was born on Lord's Creek near Sespe about 1847, according to information collected in an early interview and from early census records (Fig. 6) José Cupertino, later known as "José Chiminea," was a prominent member of the Indian community at Saticoy. Fernando Librado described his performances of the Blackbird, Seaweed, and Barracuda Dances at a Chumash fiesta at Saticoy in 1869.119 José Cupertino and Leandra had sons born in 1856 and 1859 who both died in 1859. 120 This couple was listed in the 1860 census among the Saticoy Indians. It is known that José Cupertino (aka "José Chiminea") moved to Tejon and was eventually killed there, although the date of his death has not been determined. In 1865 Leandra had a daughter born in San Fernando named Maria Josefa ("Josefina") Leyva.121 This child's father was said to be Juan Leyva, who was a teamster and vaquero on the Tejon Ranch.
Maria Josefa ("Josefina") Leyva married Isidoro García, who may have been partly of Mission San Fernando Indian ancestry on his mother's side. Josefina and Isidoro García had three children: Frances, Petra, and Santiago ("Jim") . Frances Garcia married Alfred Cooke and had a large family. Petra García married José Valenzuela, the brother-in-law of Candelaria Valenzuela, and also had numerous offspring. Jim Garcia moved to the Tejon Ranch, where he married Candelaria's fate is just too bad. I keep thinking of it night and day and it seems such a pity, such a deplorable loss I had a queer experience with regard to Candelaria recently. About two weeks ago I suddenly began to think that it was the season of wild flowers and that this spring might be my last chance to get the [Indian] names of all those wild flowers [through working with Candelaria] . This idea came to me so strongly that I could not reason myself out of it and decided to go at any cost. When your letter with the clipping reached me I had the Ventura botanical notes laid aside and was going to leave the following morning for Ventura and try to get board with Mrs. Dunshee while working with the old lady. . . . It is a horrible, silly loss, and I shall never cease regretting it as long as I live. She was the sole surviving [woman] of her tribe, or of any surrounding tribe, saved as if by miracle of God for our work, so untainted, unsophisticated and good natured, so full of correct old-time information and ideas. I feel too bad over the thing to [cry?] . It just weighs on me.127
Harrington's sense of loss at Candelaria's passing is expressed in part of a poem with which he ended his letter:
The year hath turned, and with it pass the flowers. And she who knew their ancient names is gone. Outliving a dead age she lingered on. By miracle of God with curious dowers To lend assistance to this work of ours. Gabrielino/Tongva language (Fig. 9) .131 He had been born at Rancho El Encino in 1857, the son of Fernando Ortega from the Yaqui River in Sonora and Maria Rita, whose father and grandfather were the original Indian applicants for El Encino.132 To his own children, Antonio Maria Ortega later recounted how his family was forced to move from their rancho after it was acquired by Vicente de la Ossa. They moved to the mission at first, but later he was taken into the Gerónimo and Catalina López household where he was raised, as were a number of other Indian children.133 While living and working at the López Station, Antonio Maria Ortega met his future wife Isidora Leyva, who was housekeeper for the López family. They were married and raised a large family in San Fernando, indeed many of their descendants remain active in Indian affairs there today134 Mission registers, ethnographic notes, and family oral histories assist us in understanding what became of the native peoples and communities associated with Mission San Fernando. By recourse to such sources, some of the mysteries surrounding the identities of particular individuals have been dispelled. Despite tremendous urbanization in the twentieth century, the descendants of the San Fernando Valley's original inhabitants continue to be numbered among its citizens. Pride and interest in the heritage of the San Fernando Indians is undergoing a resurgence. The days when only Indians resided in the valley are now past, but in some open places, if one listens carefully, the meadowlark's song reminds us: kasisoko' 'ra'wiyawil kasisoko' frďwiyawi' 3On November 9, 1917, Carobeth wrote her husband, anthropologist John P. Harrington, that "I got here at 5 p.m and have been writing myths and other infn. since 7:00 (it is now nearly 10:00) . M. and his wife will rent me room and board me and are glad to work -They know the kasisoko 'hrawiyawi . . . story and many others" (unpublished correspondence, J. P. Harrington Papers, Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History) .
4Harrington, Southern California/Basin, Reel 106 contains notes on Fernandeño culture, language, and history recorded by Carobeth and John Harrington. A computer data base of the information on this reel has been prepared by lisa L. Woodward and Martha J. Macri for the J. P. Harrington Database Project, sponsored by the Native American Language Center at the University of California, Davis and Scientific Resource Surveys, Inc.
^The computer database of mission register information used for this study has been the result of a collaboration between several scholars. Using a typewritten transcript originally prepared by Thomas Workman Temple in 1964, Robert Edberg, a graduate student in anthropology at California State University, Northridge, in the 1980s began a San Fernando mission register data base for information Temple had selectively extracted. In 1993 some categories of information from the data base begun by Edberg were used as a starting point by the author of this article to assemble a comprehensive list of all individuals baptized at Mission San Fernando and to cross-reference entries to their parents, marriages, and burials. Other contributors to this effort were Eleanor Arellanes, Sally McLendon, Linda Agren, and Chester King. Much of the information collected by Temple has been checked and corrected. This project, which is still ongoing, has been partly funded by a National Park Service contract, see Sally 
